1999 Staff Memo #1
Date:

November 15, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Staff

From: Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc. (KA of TK&A)
Re:

Staff Stuff

Odyssey 2000® update
Tim and I are just about finished with the Central European leg of Odyssey as
we write. Currently we are in Germany and will be home in about a week.
Thanks for your effort
Hi to our very special members of the Odyssey team. Thank you all for all the
effort you have put forward to become part of Odyssey 2000®. We think you
guys are really going to enjoy the excitement and adventure of Odyssey and
working with each other as a team.
Selection process
You have been chosen from about 700 folks who have contacted us over the
last four years in the hopes of being in your shoes. Congratulations. You are
receiving this memo because you somehow convinced me that you are the
person Tim, Brit-Simone and I want to assist us in our task of bringing our
dream to fruition – Odyssey 2000® -the biggest bike ride in the world, ever.
Staff info
So far, we have been concentrating on getting the Odyssey riders squared
away with information. Now it’s your turn. If you are signed up for the entire
tour you should have received all the Odyssey memos, TK&A Rider Handbook
and our TK&A Staff Volunteer Handbook. If you haven’t, please let us know.
It is essential that you read all of this material. You obviously need know
what the riders have been told and how Odyssey will work.
Most of you have been around TK&A long enough to know how we operate.
However, there is still a lot of really good information in our materials.
Please take the time to read it. We are sure it will help in your quest to
become an outstanding Odyssey staffer.
Confidentiality
Please note that we are very serious about our confidential material staying
confidential. This also applies to our trademarks, copyrights and written
material we consider proprietary. It’s particularly important you treat the
rider list, our day to day itinerary, vendor information, Odyssey Memos and
the other material TK&A produces as confidential and treat it accordingly. If
anyone has a question about this please speak to Karen-Ann or Tim.
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Bags
You have the same baggage requirements as the riders. We suggest that you
bring a small, soft back pack with you each day to keep you going – extra
clothes, rain gear, sun gear, freezing gear, food, drinks, toilet tissue,
tampons, hat, sunnies, gloves, a skipping rope or exercise bands, and a book or
worry beads. Always be prepared for being stationed in a remote area without
access to food, etc., for several hours at a time.
Insurance
The insurance policy we secured for the riders is extended to Odyssey staff
at TK&A’s cost. Please note this policy does not take the place of your
regular policy and does not follow you off trek. Our main reason for
organizing this insurance was to help folks with air evacuation insurance
which doesn’t usually come with regular medical insurance policies. The
Odyssey policy also has a $250.00 deductible for each new claim. Please call
Dan McKay if you have questions.
Need copies of….
Please send clear copies of your passport, driver’s license, international
driver’s license, shot record and proof of your insurance coverage for 2000.
Hams
Thank you guys for all the sweat you have gone through, or are going
through, to obtain a Ham Radio License. Let’s chat about your experience over
a beer in Pasadena!!! The person with the best story gets a beer/wine/water.
First-aid
Hopefully by now you all have your CPR and First Aid certificates. If not,
the quickest way to go about it is to find a Fire Station that is holding
classes. You can do it in a night. The Red Cross is another place to take
classes and get tested. Over the years, I have done both. But, I found in
Seattle the Fire Dept. issues a two-year CPR certificate, whilst the Red Cross
issues them for only a year.
International Drivers License
You will need an International Drivers License. Just go to AAA and ask for a
license from January 1 to December 31, 2000. Make sure your regular license
covers you until about January 10, 2001. Before we leave, plan to renew your
regular license if it expires anytime next year.
Passport
Check your passport and make sure it is OK until end of June 2001. In some
countries it is required that a passport is valid for at least six months after
the holder’s intended visit.
Vision
If you wear contact lenses we suggest you have glasses as well. Bring your
prescription and lots of replacement contact lenses. Carry a little
screwdriver and extra hinge screws.
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Prescriptions
If you have a prescription drug with you, carry your doctor’s prescription
with the drug in case your luggage is searched and you are asked about it.
Tools
Be careful how you pack your “weapons” in carry-on baggage. A security
person can confiscate your tools as weapons e.g. a fruit knife, Swiss Army
Knife, Leatherman. I never carry my Leatherman or fruit knife in my cabin
baggage. Of course, that didn’t stop a security agent in the UK grabbing my
tampons and eyeing them like they contained miniature fully armed army
tanks.
Basic guidelines
Also, we should go over some of the things we talked about when you applied
to join Odyssey and some other serious matters.
•
•

•

•

•

•

There is no biking for staff on Odyssey 2000®.
Staff receive dinners, breakys (of course you must turn up for them)
accommodations (60% camping 40% inside over the year), and scheduled
Odyssey transport. However, TK&A is not able to cover the costs of
getting you to and from the event.
Work hard, play hard, explore, be friendly, have a blast and always
keep TK&A informed about what’s happenin’. And, please, always find out
how to do a job according to what TK&A needs, then do it well and
completely.
TK&A asks its staff to follow directions, have a good work ethic,
maintain PMA (positive mental attitude), be honest, have lots of
integrity, be a non-whiner, avoid gossip with riders and staff, be in
excellent health (deteriorating health or stamina affecting one’s work
can jeopardize a person’s continued participation in Odyssey), be
willing to do any task necessary to get the job done, rotate assignments
as requested by TK&A, and to conduct yourselves in a professional
manner at all times.
We clearly want every staff member to succeed during their tenure
with Odyssey. However, a staff person can be asked to leave Odyssey if
they are not fitting in well with our staff or the riders; display a poor
or unsuitable work ethic; perform their assigned jobs poorly or in a
manner not suitable to TK&A; if they are unable or unwilling to
perform the tasks TK&A needs to accomplish for the successful
implementation of Odyssey; becomes reckless or irresponsible,
demonstrates poor temperament or behavior that negatively affects
their work; or develops an attitude problem.
In the unfortunate event we determine a staff person is not working
out for Odyssey, he or she will be asked to leave Odyssey. We expect
them to understand and leave immediately (or as instructed), without
bad feelings and be prepared to pay for their own fare home. Each staff
person needs to assure TK&A that they have the funds and documents
available to return home at any time.
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•

•

Before “quitting” or relieving yourself from duty, always ask
permission from the Directors, Assistant Director or the Office
Manager. It is critical each staff member is available when they are
needed. It is extremely frustrating trying to figure out where someone
is.
From time to time you may be asked to drive a TK&A vehicle, handle
Odyssey clothing and equipment, be responsible for some type of
inventory, and be accountable for TK&A monies. The following
guidelines (not an exhaustive list) should help avoid
misunderstandings and keep problems to a minimum:
- Always ask Tim or Karen-Ann before using TK&A vehicle. Vehicles are
not to be used for personal use and are never to be loaned to
anybody.
- Always drive safely, legally, responsibly and in a courteous manner.
Use your seat belt and ask all your passengers to, as well.
-

Drive with your lights on and shut them off when out of the vehicle.
When passing Odyssey cyclists, honk well before passing so they can
stop you if necessary. If you must stop, pull over only when it’s safe
to do so. Never leave your vehicle unlocked.

-

It goes without saying, if anyone is reported for reckless driving, he
or she will lose all driving privileges. Tickets, fines, damage to
people or property are each driver’s personal responsibility. If you
are taken into custody or sued for an action of yours, the outcome is
your responsibility as well, not TK&A’s. TK&A will obviously do what
it can to help, but each of us is ultimately responsibility for our
own actions.

-

Treat all TK&A equipment with the care you would if it was your
own.

-

•

Please make sure you account for all equipment and supplies under
your care. Items such as radios, phones, check in ticks, dan henrys,
water containers, pumps, repair supplies, medical supplies, etc. must
be accounted for by the person using it. If you pass something on to
someone else without clearing it with the office, it remains your
responsibility.
- All bike parts and other inventory in your possession is your
responsibility and must be accounted for at all times. For instance,
when you sell something on the road, make sure the proper
paperwork is completed before you drive away and that it is handed
in each night. If you don’t, and you come up short, you will
personally have to cover the expense of the item.
- Any reimbursable expenses must be pre-approved by Tim or KarenAnn, properly receipted and turned into the office for
reimbursement.
We all need to act as a team. If you have a problem or notice something
that doesn’t appear or feel right, talk to Tim and Karen-Ann. We may be
able to shed some light on it or investigate and fix anything that isn’t
working well. Gossip, backstabbing and other forms of negative
attitudes, especially when shared with the riders or other staff, can be
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•

•
•

•

•

extremely destructive to Odyssey and the morale of all its members.
TK&A simply can not tolerate such behavior.
Bad conduct, rudeness or lack of sensitivity, especially to folks in the
countries we will be visiting is not condoned, ever. If a rider is rude to
you, please do the best you can, e.g. “Let me go find out for you, and I’ll
get back to you”. Then, come to Tim or me and let us know the problem so
we can deal with it.
Please don’t get caught up in someone else’s anger or lack of civility. It
is not becoming, is unnecessary and is always detrimental to your (and
our) health and well being.
Odyssey is a non-smoking trek. Smoking is never allowed on or near the
trek. If you must smoke, though we strongly discourage it, please make
sure it is not around the trek, e.g., at meals, at our accommodation
sites, around riders or staff and in public in the context of Odyssey.
Never smoke in our vehicles or allow any one else to do so.
Alcohol is a serious issue on trek and needs to be handled responsibly.
Never drink alcohol on premises that we have identified as a “No
Alcohol Site”. Never drink on duty. Once signed off duty for the day,
just drink responsibly. If a person drinks to excess and creates
problems such as performance issues, offensive and/or embarrassing
behavior, etc., he/she will be asked to leave Odyssey.
Recreational drugs are never allowed on Odyssey at any time. If you do,
you are outta there!

We have selected top staff, so TK&A is not worried
Of course, none of YOU will do any of the horrible things we have witnessed
over the years. With all the stuff that you have read in the Rider Handbook,
the Volunteer Handbook, all the Odyssey Memos, and in our personal
conversations, you are very familiar with what we need on trek. However, we
think it is better to talk about it so that there are no gray areas. We only say
this stuff because of experience!
We are looking forward to spending some wonderfully exciting days on the
road with each of you and hope you will enjoy the experience of being a part
of the Odyssey team.
Please send
We will put your pic up on the web with a little blurb about you if you would
like to complete and send us the enclosed Bio sheet. We also need 2 passport
photos for your Odyssey ID nametag. The nametag must be worn during
Odyssey when you are on duty, at meals or during Odyssey special events.
Arrival in Pasadena
Enclosed is the Schedule for Pasadena. Plan to arrive on the December 29 in
time for the meeting at 1 p.m. Please return the Arrival Form to us straight
away. Check in with TK&A upon arrival at the Hilton. If you can’t reach us in
our room the Desk will have our location. Our cell # 206-601-6149.
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Donʼt Forget to Use the Order Form in the Memo
You will receive, if you haven’t already, an Odyssey T shirt, Odyssey Tyvek
Jacket, Odyssey Cycling Cap, Odyssey Pin, Odyssey Tatoo and Odyssey Water
Bottle. If you wish to order any of the other goodies or more of the above,
please get the order to us by phone, fax or e-mail immediately. `
Youʼre Simply The Best……
We want Odyssey to be as tremendous experience for the staff as it will be
for the riders. What Tim, Brit-Simone and I are hoping for on Odyssey is that
we will work together as a unified, hardworking team taking our direction
with confidence, maybe not always understanding the whys and wherefores,
but having faith in our ability to know what comes next and how to pull it
off, no matter what is thrown our way. If everyone pitches in to get all the
chores done fast, efficiently and correctly each day there will be time to
relax, play and explore. This way we think that, not only will we deliver what
we promised to the very best of our ability, but also we will all get to see
and enjoy the world, enjoy lots of fabulous adventures along the way, keep
fit and happy.
You should feel extremely proud to have been picked to be part of this
unique team – the Odyssey team, on this first time ever event, Odyssey 2000®.
Once again thank you all your hard work getting to this point. I am very
excited to show off my team to Tim and Brit-Simone. Each of you brings
something to the table that I think will add to our strength (and, man....will
we need some of that on occasion, both physical and mental)! I believe you
will all like each other lots. Each one of you has something special that got
you on the team.
Now, that’s not to say we won’t get on each other’s nerves at times. But…..it’s
like sharing your house or life with another person, as long as we talk about
“stuff” and not let a little uneven turf turn into the Himalayas, life will be
fun.
We need to make sure that we try to control the stuff that makes other folks
go crazy. I am sure we will all be aware of each others idiosyncrasies by next
December. It is not always easy living together, even with folks ya love. But, I
figure if anyone can work it out, we can. If not, hey, there is always the DRG
back to the US.
I hate being mushy but each of us should take a few minutes for ourselves
each morning and reflect on what an amazing project we are all part of, a
true global journey, and the role we are playing in making Odyssey a success
for everyone involved. And, how awesome it is to be able to witness the world
up close in living color each day. And, there is more,…witnessing the
grandeur of nature – can lift you to dizzying heights - plus meeting Mother
Nature’s buddies, the animals..a true treat. By the way, I figure all the
animals in the world speak Australian.
You are bound to come away from Odyssey with a PHD in Life.
Any questions, please contact Karen-Ann and Tim. Ciao…….
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Encl.: Kick off schedule.
Staff info sheet
Volunteer medical form
Biography form
November memo with enclosures
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